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Overall goals of ‘Return to Learn’

● Maximize the time that students and teachers are with each other

● Establish and follow the necessary safety measures to minimize the 

transmission of illness - not just COVID-19

● Recognize and respect the difficult challenge that  returning to school means 

for families, children and staff - health, food, learning, family, daycare, etc.



Significant Headwinds - What stands in the way?

Issue Status Resolution Timeline

Health and welfare - protocols from DOH - currently seem to 

work for businesses/offices, not vetted for schools 

- classes/grades/schools will face abrupt shutdowns when people 

exhibit symptoms

unresolved DOH needs to create protocols that work for schools, 
-isolation/quarantine
-testing and tracing 
-COVID vs. non-COVID illness

Unknown - DOH responsibility

Student transportation - bus saturation - survey this week, 

routing next week 

-extra car traffic am/pm

In process - good -Survey results this week
-Schedules next week

2 weeks

Cleaning during occupancy - classrooms

-staff and supplies - cleaning after a person/people use a space

unresolved -Ensure enough supplies
-establish who is responsible for cleaning surfaces in 
classrooms
-encourage and expect personal hygiene

Unknown - regulations regarding 
sanitizing and disinfecting - 
students cannot be present, by 
regulation



Significant Headwinds - What stands in the way?

Issue Status Resolution Timeline

Cleaning during occupancy - non-classroom spaces

-staff and supplies - who cleans and when after a person uses a 

space

resolved -custodians and cleaners wipe and clean surfaces 
throughout the day
-adding additional staff

Scheduling two different programs - hybrid and Online Academy unresolved -time to create schedules
-purchase services through BOCES or online program
-can we fully duplicate all courses and special education 
services?

Unknown - developing daily

Staffing - substitutes, 

-replicate program during teacher absence

unresolved -identifying substitutes - ongoing
-can a substitute immediately replace a teacher in hybrid 
and Online Academy 

Unknown - developing daily

Training on health and safety protocols In-process - good -medical director assistance
-CDC has well developed resources

Deep cleaning each night - staff and supplies In-process - good -custodians and cleaners wipe and clean surfaces 
throughout the day
-adding additional staff



Significant Headwinds - What stands in the way?

Issue Status Resolution Timeline

Online in the spring vs. Online this fall - talented staff can adapt and 

figure out any instructional model

Resolved and work 
in progress

-fall model is completely different from spring model
-significantly more live time for students and teachers
-daily schedule of classes, live and posted assignments
-will become more fine tuned once teachers return

Developing daily

Devices for K-5 unresolved -waiting for 500 Chromebooks - ordered
-can distribute older Chromebooks and current iPads

Developing daily

Temperature scanners at school entrances In-progress -scanners to be installed within 2 weeks Developing daily

Funding uncertainty - local funds are secure and stable, 20% aid 

threat from Gov. Cuomo

In-progress - mixed -Local reserves are well positioned and strong Developing daily

Can the health and welfare protocols as they stand keep our 

children and staff safe? 

-144 pages of guidance and DOH requirements

unresolved -we are responsible for public health and welfare
-coordination with Ulster DOH
-Staff and student responsibility and expectations


